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During Comdex 2003 Pen Computing
Magazine had a chance to speak with
Kevin Packingham, Director of Business Marketing, Sprint PCS Division about Sprint’s view of
wireless wide-area data
and its impact on the
mobile lifestyle.
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Sprint: No, it doesn’t pay for it. It’s an added
benefit of having the network available. Consumers are paying for the network. We can give
the home healthcare worker who wants to collect data from a remote heart monitor a special
rate plan because we know they’re not using
much volume on the network. It doesn’t cost
us much to provide the service, so we can lower their rate plan and give them a special price
as long as we can predict how much data they’re
going to use. It’s the full spectrum of users that
makes the data network pay for itself.
Pen Computing Magazine: What applications
are going to drive the growth of wireless widearea data?
Sprint: On the consumer side, what we have already seen is an enormous demand around pictures [Sprint’s PCS Vision product]. They’ve taken off like nobody ever anticipated in the United
States. It’s been a huge phenomenon; we can’t
keep the picture phones on the shelf. We’re also
starting to see an increase in demand for general information through data services, such as
checking sports scores and weather. People
check sports scores every 20 or 30 minutes.
Sprint’s $15 per month flat rate for unlimited
[PCS Vision] data on your handset makes the
cost predictable, so people use it without worrying about getting nickel-and-dimed.
PCM: What about wireless wide-area data in
enterprise applications?
Sprint: On the enterprise side, the most compelling application is vertical application data
such as in public safety. AT&T Wireless is dismantling the CDPD network, so most public
safety agencies are at risk for not having a mobile data solution. Sprint offers a wide-area
CDMA network that offers throughput faster
than they [AT&T users] have ever seen before,
with a full line of PC card wireless data modems.
We also have a whole new suite of security services (such as PCS Data Link) that specifically
target vertical industries that have certain security needs. We’ve been working with several different police departments to convert their
CDPD installation to Sprint CDMA.
PCM: What about wireless wide-area data and
the enterprise knowledge worker?
Sprint: Email is the biggest application. We’re
exceeding our expectations in terms of the
number of customers that we thought would
grab these [wireless PC] cards and stick them
in the laptop just to do email, and do the basic applications they’re already using in the
enterprise. Vertical applications like sales force
automation, field force automation and home
healthcare are also big.
PROFITABILITY
PCM: Does vertical application data pay for its
share of cost of the network?

PCM: Most analysts say that none of the wireless data networks are profitable today, and
that they have a long way to go to become profitable. When will Sprint’s data network be profitable?
Sprint: I don’t think that’s true. If you look at
the adoption of picture mail on the Sprint network, and you look at the financials, it’s not
something that’s going to be a loss leader for
us. It’s going to be something where we continue to see growth in revenue.
PCM: So you’re saying that the consumer picture aspect will drive profitability?
Sprint: It’s the applications, not just consumers.
It’s business and consumers who are now finally starting to realize the value of wireless applications. On the enterprise side, we’re just
starting to scratch the surface – we haven’t even
begun to see what kind of applications can ride
on the network. The other big thing is that we
didn’t spend that much upgrading the network.
Sprint spent less than one billion dollars upgrading from our standard 2G network to the
CDMA2000 1X network. The GSM carriers such
as AT&T Wireless and Cingular spent multiple
billions of dollars upgrading their networks. It’s
going to be hard for them to justify how much
it cost. We almost doubled our voice capacity
by upgrading our data network because
CDMA2000 1X is so much more efficient than
our traditional IS-95 CDMA network. For us,
voice is helping pay for the upgrade.
DATA RATES
PCM: Why is Sprint calling today’s wireless network “3G”? A data rate of 50 Kbps is nice, but
it’s not 3G – it’s wired modem speed. 3G has
always meant at least several hundred kilobits.
Sprint: We’ve met the threshold [for 3G] specified by the ITU [International Telecommunication Union], which is a wide-area wireless
network that has peak burst rates of up to 144
Kbps. Because we’ve met that threshold, we
feel that we’re ethically comfortable making
the 3G claim. Ultimately, though, we don’t
think it’s meaningful. What we’re really talking about is the end-user experience. If you
look at the GRPS networks, you’re look at an
average throughput of 20 Kbps. If you look at
our network, you’re looking at much closer to
www.pencomputing.com
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alize what the value is, then I don’t think the
wireless charges are going to be the barrier.

more in distribution
and transportation
coming very soon. I
think they’ve been
waiting for a long
time and looking for
the right portfolio of
services. Especially
with telemetry –
now you can do location services, remote monitoring of
vehicles and package tracking. I think
a lot of those capabilities will revolutionize the way they
do distribution.

HANDSETS
PCM: Sprint offers smartphones such as the
Handspring Trio 600 and PDA phones such as
the Hitachi SH-G1000. Does the culture of the
company favor one form-factor over the other?
Sprint: There’s very little bias in the culture of
the company. We are first biased towards volume, like any company – we care about which
type of handset and operating system is going
to generate the most volume. Once you move
beyond that, we really don’t have any other biases. We just try to create devices that meet the
needs of our customers. Hitachi is a great example. Our customers were asking us for an integrated wireless Pocket PC device that had a
keyboard. We worked with Hitachi to offer the
SH-G1000. It’s not a high-volume device for us,
but it does meet a certain demand. On the other hand, we think the [Handspring] Trio 600 is
going to be one of our highest volume devices.
MARKET
PCM: What are the top three things that make
Sprint more significant than the other wireless
wide-area data networks?
Sprint: First is a single technology (CDMA) nationwide – it gives us enormous advantage. Verizon has both CDMA and analog, and they’re
still fighting that battle. We have a single technology nationwide, one billing system, and
everything is integrated.
Second is the technology itself. Compared
to GSM, CDMA gives us higher throughput
(peak data speeds of 144 Kbps). Our data network doesn’t cannibalize the capacity of our
voice network; they’ve very symbiotic. Our
technology is backward compatible, so we never have to force customers to replace their older devices (as is happening with AT&T Wireless and CDPD).
Third is the coverage. We have nationwide
service and the ability to roam virtually anywhere in the country. It’s true that there are
certain areas where our footprint is not as advanced as other carriers (such as the West
Coast), but when you aggregate all the coverage, we have the most.
PCM: What is Sprint’s market share compared
to the other wireless data networks?

Sprint: It’s all speculation, since none of the
networks publish anything. Personally I would
speculate that we have the dominant share. We
know that we have more than three million PCS
Vision users, and about five million total wireless wide-area data subscribers. We entered
this game in 1999, and we’ve been building the
market since then. If you look at the number
of sales we’ve had of wireless data PC cards versus the total market for the cards, we’re the
biggest player.
PCM: What’s the breakdown today between
consumer and enterprise for wireless data?
Sprint: In terms of the overall number of subscribers, consumer is much more heavily
weighted. On the volume side it’s not as dissimilar as you might think – it’s pretty equal.
Enterprise users are using PC cards and transmitting large quantities of data; consumer pictures are very small so they don’t generate as
much volume per user. Overall, consumer volume is slightly higher. On the revenue side,
consumer has a slight edge. Because many enterprise users are on unlimited plans, they use
more volume but they don’t necessarily pay
more for it.
PCM: What markets for Sprint’s wireless widearea data service have the most growth potential?
Sprint: We’re starting to see a lot more traction
in public safety, especially fire; digital imaging
is starting to really take off there. With products like the Trio 600, we expect to see a lot

PCM: What other vertical applications are hot?
Sprint: Real estate is getting huge. Some of the
newer lock boxes such as the one from GE Interlogix require wireless (infrared) devices to
access services such as electronic notes that
can be left by the listing agent for the showing
agent. Wireless data is definitely changing behavior in the vertical markets. The movement
starts purely based on ROI, because after all,
business is business. Then once the users have
wireless data, it changes their behavior.
MESSAGING
PCM: Will wireless messaging ever be really big
in the USA, like i-mode in Japan or SMS in Europe?
Sprint: The adoption in Japan and Europe has
been for different reasons – cultural reasons
and price reasons (for example, their landline
services are much more expensive). I don’t
think you’re ever going to see that type of adoption in the USA.
PCM: Do you think that the text messaging
that’s popular with kids now will follow them
into adulthood?
Sprint: That could be, we’re all speculating. If
you look at the current adoption of services by
adults, and look at the trend of instant messaging, for example, you’ll see that at some
point people reach a tolerance for how they
communicate. You and I are never going to sit
and triple-tap out a message on a phone. At the

COMPANIES MENTIONED IN THIS INTERVIEW
AirPrime ................................................................www.airprime.com
GE Interlogix ..........................................................www.geindustrial.com/ge-interlogix/
Growell Telecom ..................................................telecom.growell.co.kr
Handspring............................................................www.palmone.com
Hitachi ..................................................................www.hitachi.com
International Telecommunication Union ................www.itu.int
Novatel ..................................................................www.novatelwireless.com
Sierra Wireless ......................................................www.sierrawireless.com
Sprint ....................................................................www.sprint.com
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point where you start making money [as an
adult] and you start valuing your time differently, those kind of services take on less meaning. It’s much easier for you to call someone for
a quick conversation than to try to type on a
phone. You realize that you just wasted $20 of
your time trying to tap out a message.
PCM: But that’s a device-specific limitation,
not something that’s inherent in messaging,
the network or the culture.
Sprint: That’s true to the extent that people are
willing to start changing their selection of devices. People want the coolest, sleekest thing
they can find. The smaller and sleeker it gets,
the less usable it gets.
PC CARDS
PCM: What’s the installed base of users with
wide-area wireless PC cards?
Sprint : I can’t give you exact numbers, but we
have four cards available, and we have thousands of customers buying connection cards
every week. From [the viewpoint of] the top executives of the company, it’s a meaningful part
of our business.
PCM: Wireless LAN PC cards are going away,
since every almost every new notebook has WiFi
built in. Will the same thing happen with wireless wide-area PC cards?
Sprint: I don’t think so, because people are going to continue to want to have some options
when it comes to their service provider. With
wireless LAN, you can select any kind you want.
The same isn’t true with wide-area wireless because the technologies and the radio frequencies differ between wide-area service providers.
You want the ability to change providers, but
with an embedded chipset you can’t do that.
PCM: Who are Sprint’s wireless data PC card
suppliers?
Sprint: Novatel and Sierra Wireless are our main
suppliers. Since Sierra Wireless acquired AirPrime, the balance between the two suppliers
is probably close to 50-50. Novatel isn’t as big
a company as Sierra Wireless, but they came
out with a great price point and they’re very aggressive in their marketing.
PCM: When will wireless data PC cards migrate
to the Compact Flash form-factor?
Sprint: We already have one, from Growell Telecom. It’s a Compact Flash card that can also be
used in a PC card adapter. It has an attachable
battery so it doesn’t drain the battery in your
Pocket PC device.
WIFI HOTSPOTS
PCM: How does Sprint’s product for WiFi
hotspot access compare with those from companies such as Wayport and Boingo?
Sprint: They look at it from the perspective of
how to acquire customers. We look at it from a
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network perspective, of making sure that we
have enough coverage for our customers who
want this type of service. We have customers
who need these services; they need to start generating some traffic on their WiFi networks to
get enough volume to pay for the build-outs.
It’s really no different from what we had on the
wide-area network, where the adoption of the
services never really took off until you starting
seeing roaming agreements. If you were just a
little regional carrier, it was tough to make a sale.
But now you’re starting to see some roaming
on WiFi networks, where we’re all agreeing to
be compatible with each other. By partnering
with the different service providers, we all win.
PCM : We’ve seen surveys reporting that less
than 5% of users are willing to pay for hotspot
access. That’s a big problem for a company like
Wayport. Is it less of a problem for Sprint?
Sprint: Yes. The big difference for a company
like Wayport is that they don’t have an established billing relationship with most customers.
Personally, I am not going to go into a hotspot
and type in my credit number and give it to
somebody I don’t know. The fact that I have a
billing relationship with Sprint and can add a
few dollars to my bill makes it much less threatening. I think that’s the big challenge [for companies like Wayport].

PCM : Today Sprint has “seamless toggle” between WiFi and wide-area wireless; when will
Sprint have “seamless roaming” that allows a
soft handoff between the two networks?
Sprint: So far we haven’t seen any demand for
that. Most corporate security departments
want a hard handoff between networks. They
want the user to re-authenticate.
VOICE OVER IP
PCM : Does Sprint see a way to make money
from VoIP?
Sprint: Certainly, with a product like PCS
Ready Link, Sprint’s new VoIP-based, pushto-talk service. For other customers who develop their own applications with VoIP, it’s another data application. We want our customers
to create data applications, because the more
data applications they build, the more they’re
going to subscribe to data services.
CONVERGENCE
PCM : There are multiple wide-area wireless
technologies in the USA today – will there ever
be just one technology?

PCM : Will hotspots become a hugely successful phenomenon?
Sprint: I wouldn’t say “hugely successful”. For
us, it’s good business. We can put hotspots in
areas where we have predictable traffic patterns like airports, hotels and convention centers, and it’s a great supplement for us to our
existing coverage.

Sprint: I don’t think there will be, and I don’t
think we [the industry] want there to be. We
want there to be compatibility between the
technologies. The different technologies have
different strengths, and we want to leverage
those strengths where appropriate. I also think
it’s good for the industry to have competition
between the technologies so that we continue to drive innovation. If a single technology
has a monopoly across the world, you’re going to lose that innovative edge.

PCM : Today’s problem is that the supplier is
different in each hotspot. Do you think that the
carriers are eventually going to buy up all the
suppliers and solve this problem?

Sprint: Ten or twenty years down the road, do
you think that the USA will be better off with
multiple technologies than Europe will be with
a single GSM standard?

Sprint: I don’t think we necessarily have to own
them, but we have to be able to aggregate the
billing relationship between the suppliers.
We’re not necessarily interested in buying a
new network, but we want to have an aggregation point where we have one bill that goes
to the customer. If you move from one airport
to another, you shouldn’t get dinged twice in
the same day for the same service.

Sprint: Europe will be better off because the
USA hasn’t embraced a single technology.
Countries like the USA will continue to drive
innovation for GSM because in the USA, the
GSM carriers are competing with the CDMA
carriers. Europe will just get the benefit.

PCM : What will it take to make hotspot usage
as common as cellphone usage?
Sprint: The first thing that has to happen is
simplicity. It’s just too complicated to figure
out how to get access. The software that Sprint
released a few weeks ago [PCS Connection
Manager] has a big “Go” button. You sit down
in a hotspot, and you hit Go. We’ve tried to
take some of the complexity out of picking the
service and trying to decide if you should connect with a wide-area network or a local area
network.

PCM : If you look far enough ahead on the
technology roadmap, don’t the technologies
converge anyway?
Sprint: Right. You’ve got wideband CDMA
[GSM’s next evolution] and CDMA2000.
They’re close enough so we think we’re going
to be compatible, but you’re still going to get
that innovation in the industry.
PCM : Thank you!
Based in Silicon Valley, Geoff Walker is a consultant
with Walker Mobile®, LLC. Geoff has worked on the
engineering, marketing and application of mobile computers since 1982 at GRiD Systems, Fujitsu Personal
Systems (now Fujitsu Computer Systems) and Handspring. He can be contacted at geoff.walker@att.net.
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